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Beautiful Branded Experiences 
That Build Trust

Communicating your brand visually and verbally to connect with your audience
and build rapport within your community



TRUST IS LIKE AN ERASER:
It gets smaller and smaller

after every mistake.
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Why Trust Matters

First indicator of product quality

Vital to communication and product development

Essential to brand reputation

Connected to perceptions of quality, reliability, and value



Why Trust Matters

More than your logo
(but that's a good place to start!)

Don't just "spell check it and forget it"

Use communication to build trust
and promote your brand values



Why Trust Matters

Testers want to feel like they're part of the team!

If brand looks careless = mistrust
"Is this the real deal?"

If brand looks uncaring = low participation
"Why bother?"

Poor branding = poor quality product
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Communicating Trustworthiness

Verbal Branding

Visual Branding

Packaging

Resources

Reporting



Verbal Branding

Reflect brand values

Use familiar language

Align your language with your brand

Remember spelling, punctuation,
grammar, and consistency



Verbal Branding: Examples

Thank you for your interest in 
beta testing. 

There is an upcoming beta test 
that requires the participation of 
female Android smartphone 
users.

Refer a friend

We have an upcoming beta test 
and we’re looking for female 
Android smartphone users to 
help us test.

We’d really appreciate it if you 
forward this email to anyone 
you feel may be a good fit.

Thank you for your help!

Rule of thumb: Always be clear, courteous, and conversational.



Visual Branding

Your logo
Prominent, clear, adequate space

Your brand colors
Accurate and consistent



Visual Branding: Fonts

Pick one (max of two) fonts that are easy-to-read
and on-brand

Use consistent sizing and weight

DON'T YELL

Bold, italicize, and underline sparingly
(And never all at once!)



Visual Branding: Examples



Packaging Hardware

Include and organize necessary components
e.g., welcome letter, usage instructions 

Clean, clearly marked packaging

Consistent with branding and project



Branding your reports shows

Consistency

Cohesiveness

Professionalism

= Adding value to your CV Program

Reporting



Branding doesn't have to be complicated,
but it does require effort and attention.

Ask your co-workers for help
Marketing, Sales, Support

Brand Guidelines, Style Guide, file types

Resources
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Sense of legitimacy = higher participation

Higher participation = more tester feedback

Higher perception of product quality

Testers > advocates > brand evangelists

Benefits of Beautiful Branding
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The Centercode Platform has built-in features
that help you design a branded experienced.

Project space

Reports

Landing pages

Messaging

Centercode Platform



Centercode Platform



Project Space Customization

Upload logos and 
background images

Customize your 
color scheme

Integrate custom CSS!!!



Reports

Branded ReportsTheme Editor



Landing Pages



Messaging

Page Strings

Email HTML
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